Compared to consumer lending, Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise (mSME) credit risk modelling is particularly challenging, as, often, the same sources of information are not available. To mitigate limited data availability, it is standard policy for a loan officer to provide a textual loan assessment. In turn, this statement is analysed by a credit expert alongside any available standard credit data. In our paper, we exploit recent advances from the field of Deep Learning and Natural Language Processing (NLP), including the BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) model, to extract information from 60000+ textual assessments. We consider the performance in terms of AUC (Area Under the Curve) and Balanced Accuracy and find that the text alone is surprisingly effective for predicting default. Yet, when combined with traditional data, it yields no additional predictive capability. We do find, however, that deep learning with categorical embeddings is capable of producing a modest performance improvement when compared to alternative machine learning models. We explore how the loan assessments influence predictions, explaining why despite the text being predictive, no additional performance is gained. This exploration leads us to a series of recommendations on a new strategy for the collection of future mSME loan assessments.
Introduction
Micro, small and medium firms, grouped under the acronym mSME, face many barriers in the process of acquiring credit, when compared to their larger and more established counterparts. These barriers have been especially present since the 2008 financial crash when banks became more risk-averse, opting to restrict the availability of credit to larger organisations with greater available credit history (Cowling, Liu, & Ledger, 2012) .
In most instances of personal and established business credit lending, there is a wealth of information, including credit history and demographic data, by which a lender can assess credit risk. Such information is often not available for many mSMEs, or at least not to the same extent, presenting a challenge for credit lenders (Bravo, Maldonado, & Weber, 2013) . Information asymmetry exists whereby the mSME knows the business and the context in which it operates; however, the lender, without this knowledge and expertise, is unable to confidently assign risk to a loan (Lee, Sameen, & Cowling, 2015) . It is therefore common in mSME lending for a loan officer to engage with mSMEs to document the context of a company and the nature of the loan requirement. What limited structured data relating to the firm's financial performance and economic context that exists can be transformed into a stand-alone credit score, commonly derived using generalised linear models (Calabrese & Osmetti, 2013 . The credit score supplemented with additional information, including the text, is then reviewed by a credit expert, leading to an accept/reject decision. While this process has been proven effective (Netzer, Lemaire, & Herzenstein, 2018) , collecting and processing this additional information is time-consuming, and it requires expert knowledge to make and interpret the assessment. The result is a disproportionate cost-per-loan ratio compared to large business lending (higher value) and personal lending (highly automated). Though costly, previous research has identified this process as a necessity in micro-lending as credit scoring models alone are typically weak predictors of loan default (Van Gool, Verbeke, Sercu, & Baesens, 2012) . In this paper, we put forward an attractive alternative based on machine learning; i.e., we build a state of the art deep learning model that simplifies the latter stage of the process.
In predictive analytics, machine learning attempts to output a prediction for a task given a set of inputs. Deep Learning is a collection of techniques that allow representations to be learned from complex structures, which, in the context of predictive analytics, can be used to provide a prediction from raw data (LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015) . While in traditional machine learning, when working with unstructured data, features are hand-crafted from the data by experts or using indirect statistical transformations, with Deep Learning, the data can be processed in almost raw form, and the model learns the representations for a given task. In the past decade, Deep Learning techniques have been applied to unstructured data sources such as audio, images and text, achieving state of the art results across a range of predictive tasks.
The Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain has seen significant improvements in predictive capabilities since the introduction of Deep Learning techniques. Before the introduction of Deep Learning approaches, techniques such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003) and Latent Semantic Analysis ( LSA Landauer, Foltz, & Laham, 1998) were commonly used for textual analysis and remain popular due to their relative simplicity and interpretability. Indeed, these approaches have been applied to a range of NLP tasks, e.g. predicting the effectiveness of word of mouth on social media (Adamopoulos, Ghose, & Todri, 2018) , identifying copy-cat mobile apps based on text descriptions (Q. Wang, Li, & Singh, 2018) and assessing the innovative contribution of individuals in crowdsourcing communities (Hwang, Singh, & Argote, 2019) . These earlier approaches differ from Deep Learning models in that the models rely on pre-defined statistical approaches to extract latent features from the raw text. In contrast, Deep Learning models can effectively extract features from the raw text with little prior pre-processing requirements. One of the first advances here is the introduction of word embeddings which allows words to be efficiently represented by a vector of numbers that can be passed to a machine learning model (Turian, Ratinov, & Bengio, 2010) . For example, Bhatia (2019) uses this approach to predict participant risk using textual survey data. Two types of models, in particular, have shown state of the art results -the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (Zhang, Zhao, & LeCun, 2015) . CNN models allow for representations to be learned from n-grams (groups of neighbouring words) derived from a fixed-sized text sequence. RNNs, on the other hand, are sequence-to-sequence models that do not require a fixed-size input. RNNs have a memory state that processes a single word or word piece at a time and can retain and forget representations as necessary; in the context of text classification, it is common that the states of the model across a text statement are aggregated. The aggregated layers of the RNN model provide a context vector for the entire sequence, which is used in turn to produce a classification. Both the CNN and RNN models have demonstrated improved results over earlier machine learning approaches, and enabled the development of novel business applications. For example, identifying customer needs from thousands of sentences of customer feedback (Timoshenko & Hauser, 2019) .
More recently, NLP has also seen the introduction of two techniques that have enabled further performance improvements: Transfer Learning and Attention models. Transfer learning is the concept that a model trained on one task can be fine-tuned to another similar task (Howard & Ruder, 2018) . While commonplace in image processing previously, since 2017, NLP has seen the introduction of models that utilise transfer learning, including ELMO (Peters et al., 2018) , Ulm-Fit (Howard & Ruder, 2018) , BERT (Devlin, Chang, Lee, & Toutanova, 2018) and XLNET (Yang et al., 2019) , which are now the state of the art across many NLP benchmarking tasks. Attention and Self-Attention are mechanisms used in Deep Learning architectures that allow these models to pay attention to specific words in a sentence, resolving some of the long-term dependency issues that historically exist with CNN and RNN models (Bahdanau, Cho, & Bengio, 2014; Vaswani et al., 2017) . Furthermore, attention has been effectively utilised within Transformer Models, a flavour of encoder-decoder models that allow for complex models to be efficiently parallelised (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Parallelisation allows for quicker training times and, in some instances, provides a boost in predictive performance.
Though deep learning is typically associated with performance breakthroughs on unstructured data, in some instances, the associated tools and techniques have led to improvement on structured data sources. For example, embedding techniques which had been successfully applied to text data have also shown to be effective for datasets containing categorical features with high cardinality, leading to improved performance and generalisability (Guo & Berkhahn, 2016) .
Building on these methodological advances, there have been several examples of Deep Learning for financial applications including fraud detection (Rushin, Stancil, Sun, Adams, & Beling, 2017; Y. Wang & Xu, 2018) , mortgage risk (Kvamme, Sellereite, Aas, & Sjursen, 2018; Sirignano, Sadhwani, & Giesecke, 2016) and churn prediction (Spanoudes & Nguyen, 2017) . However, none of these involved text data, nor did they consider mSMEs. Furthermore, at the time of writing, there are no examples in the literature where the aforementioned deep learning advances in NLP have been applied to the context of credit risk, although less sophisticated techniques such as topic modelling have been used to predict both loan defaults (Jiang, Wang, Wang, & Ding, 2018) and as a tool for exploratory analysis of the content of text (Netzer et al., 2018) . Note that both are in the context of peer-to-peer consumer lending.
Hence, this paper is the first to apply the recent advances in deep learning from text data to the problem of mSME loan default prediction. Specifically, we contribute to the literature by applying one of the current state of the art language models, BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), to a real-life mSME loan dataset. We evaluate the predictive performance of the proposed approach using two metrics, Area Under the Receiver Operator Characteristic Curve (AUC) and Balanced Accuracy for two subsets of customers: new and existing. In addition to reviewing performance, we also provide unique insights into how the text data influences credit default predictions. We do so by assessing the impact of the text on variable importance and predicted probabilities; additionally, we evaluate how the content of the text may lead to better or worse predictions.
Our research questions thus are:
1. Does Deep Learning improve mSME loan default prediction performance on the traditional structured dataset when compared to alternative machine learning approaches?
2. Does the inclusion of textual expert assessments in the model lead to better predictions of loan default, and if so, do Deep Learning approaches provide enhanced results over traditional text mining approaches?
3. To what extent does the inclusion of text as a model input affect how the model makes its predictions and the resulting risk ranking?
4. In what instances does the text contribute positively or negatively to predictive capacity and what insights can be gained from this for future loan assessment collections?
In addition to contributing to the credit risk literature, we believe this work will offer useful methods and insights for other predictive analytics settings in which predictions can be made using a combination of traditional structured data and free text.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. First, in section 2, we present an overview of the dataset, including a description of the available text statements. Following this, in section 3, a description of the modelling approach is provided, before presenting the performance results in section 4. We then look beyond the performance results and provide an analysis into how the presence of text influences the behaviour of a model (section 5) by reviewing feature importance (section 5.1), the impact of the text on the predicted probabilities (section 5.2) and how the content of the text influences the predictive capacity of the model (section 5.3). We conclude the analyses by exploring a sample of assessments (section 5.4) and finally summarise our findings and potential implications in section 6.
Description of the data 2.1 Overview
The dataset belongs to a specialised Micro and SME lender providing loans across a range of industries, typically of length 6 to 24 months. The dataset contains 60000+ records for the period 2008 to 2016, complete with 43 features, in addition to the one text feature provided by a credit officer. Default is the dependent variable, defined as 90 days past due over the period of observation, in alignment with the Basel Accords definition (Siddiqi, 2017) .
To ensure consistency in the data, we apply some basic filtering. Loans in the year 2008 are excluded due to the exceptionally high average default rate of 42% resulting from the global financial crisis. We additionally remove applications post-2013 as there is a significant reduction in the word length of the expert statement, from a mean of 182 words pre-2014 compared to 60 words post-2013. The resulting dataset includes 45604 records, with an average default rate of 15.5%. For the modelling, we apply a 70/30 Training/Test split to the data. 
Standard features
The raw dataset contains 43 standard credit scoring features representing demographic information (age, schooling, civil status, region of country, etc.), business information (age of business, economic area, sales, etc.) and information relating to the loan (loan value, any previous credits, credit type, etc.). Before modelling, we apply a Random Forest with Recursive Feature Elimination and Cross-Validation (RFECV) to select an appropriate subset of features (Granitto, Furlanello, Biasioli, & Gasperi, 2006) . This step is required to remove redundancy in the variables and eliminates correlated variables that can subsequently impede the feature importance analysis. The RFECV approach trains a model and recursively drops the least important variable until only a single variable remains; this process is repeated over 10 folds, and the model is trimmed to include the minimum number of variables without impeding cross-validation performance. We find 27 variables to be the optimal number of features providing the highest AUC score.
We apply Min/Max scaling to the continuous variables and introduce label encoding for the categorical variables.
Text description
It is the role of a loan officer from the credit lender, who usually visits the applicant, to gather contextual information. This summary typically includes a short description of the business context of the applicant, the requirement of the loan and, if appropriate, the client's payment history with the lender.
As can be seen from Figure 1 , the length of this text assessment assumes a bimodal distribution whereby there is a group of loans with perhaps just a sentence as well as a group of more extensive descriptions with a mean word count of 200 words extending up to 1200 words.
Below we include some typical extracts from the text assessments (translated from the original text).
Extract 1: "The partner is a small informal farmer, who works and lives on their land. They are requesting the loan for the purchase of agricultural inputs, mainly fertilisers for the future sowing of ?? hectares of land " Extract 2: "The firm's sales are around $???? per month from the sale of bricks, aggregates and firewood. It sells between ??? and ??? bricks monthly. The company's operating costs are derived from freight payments of its materials, which are on average $??? per month. They are requesting $???? to buy materials for the preparation of the bricks and some arid materials" Extract 3: "The client has an excellent business background, the approval for an amount of $???? for an ?? month term is recommended. The client intends to invest in the purchase of alternative cosmetics and perfumes which they intend to market to clients during the holiday season"
Note that the text is fully anonymised, masking all entity names, dates, locations and quantitative values. We also apply basic cleaning operations to the text to remove common errors, e.g. redundant white spacing.
Two types of pre-processing are applied before fitting the three types of models, i.e. a Generalised Linear Model (GLM), Random Forests (RF) and Deep Learning (DL).
First, for the DL model, which utilises Google's pre-trained BERT model (Devlin et al., 2018) , the word pieces are mapped to a pre-existing vocabulary in the pre-trained model. The BERT model requires a maximum token length to be defined; we select 512 words per statement as this is close to the 99th percentile of 524 words but more computationally efficient. Additionally, we choose a higher percentile threshold for the documents to allow some redundancy as the BERT model further splits some words to part-of-word segments. The full details of the subsequent pre-processing for the BERT model are detailed later in this paper.
Second, the GLM and RF models require the text to be transformed into numerical features. This follows a two-step process. First, we extract a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) matrix, providing a vector for each text statement reflecting how important each word is in the text, relative to the collection of statements (Ramos et al., 2003) . At this step, we remove unnecessary stop words and additionally screen words that occur in more than 10% or less than 5% of the texts. Once a TF-IDF matrix is obtained, we apply dimensionality reduction using a truncated singular-value decomposition (SVD) (Husbands, Simon, & Ding, 2001) to produce 'concepts' that explain 94% of the total variance of the TF-IDF matrix. The result is a vector of length 250 for each text statement.
Models

Model descriptions
We seek to assess both the predictive power of the text and of the modelling techniques; accordingly, we consider three types of model (i.e. GLM, RF and DL) and three subsets of data (i.e. with the structured and/or text data), creating a total of 9 models listed in Table 1 .
The GLM and RF models are used as baseline models against which to compare the performance of the DL models. For the GLM, the simplest model due to its linearity assumption, we use an Elastic Net implementation, that uses L1(Lasso)/L2(Ridge) regularisation (Friedman, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2010) . Across all GLM models, we optimise the L1/L2 ratio parameter using a grid search with 10 folds of the training data. We also apply a non-linear RF classifier, which should theoretically perform better than the GLM due to its capability to capture non-linear features that are known to exist within text data (Kim & Lee, 2014) . We similarly use a Random Grid Search with 10 fold cross-validation to optimise the parameters max depth and max features. The number of trees (ntree parameter) is set to 10000 as it has been demonstrated that little performance is gained by adding additional trees beyond this threshold for medium-sized datasets such as this (Probst & Boulesteix, 2017) . To produce the GLM and RF models for the combined data (i.e. structured+text), we concatenate both sets of inputs to create a single vector input per record. In addition to these benchmark models, three deep learning models are trained -one on the structured data only, another on the (pre-processed) text data, and a third on the combined data. There are notable differences, however, between the DL architectures chosen for the structured and the text data.
Firstly, at the core of the structured DL model is a simple Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP); however, in the MLP, we implement the relatively new concept of categorical embeddings (Guo & Berkhahn, 2016) . Categorical embeddings were inspired by developments from within the Deep Learning and NLP community and are a tool that allows words to be represented as a numerical vector by performing language tasks on a text corpus. For example, the famous Word2Vec model implements a neural network to predict a word, given neighbouring words in a sentence. The single hidden layer of the Word2Vec neural network model is subsequently used to represent each word within a given vocabulary (Pennington, Socher, & Manning, 2014) . The result is a multidimensional space in which words with similar semantic meaning are mapped closely together and can be used for a downstream NLP task, such as sentiment classification. The benefit of such an approach is that it allows meaningful representations of a word to be extracted that could not be achieved with one-hot encoding due to the naturally high cardinality of words. In a similar manner, we implement categorical entity embeddings, though we note that the training of the embedding layer is not applied to an unstructured task, but rather, is an active part of the overall credit scoring model training. Each categorical feature is assigned a unique embedding vector of length [n/2] where n is the number of unique categories in the categorical feature. Prior to training, the embeddings are randomly initialised with values between 0 and 1, though as the model begins training, a representation is learned in the context of P (Def ault). Figure 2 provides an illustrated toy example of this representation for an industry category in a 3-dimensional space. In the context of loan default, we might expect the activities insurance and finance to be close together as services, but further away from the unrelated industrial activities such as Manufacturing, Mining and Construction, which also share broadly similar representations in our fictional embedding space. The embeddings of all categorical feature are concatenated with the continuous variables and connected to the first dense layer of the MLP model (see Figure 3 ). Secondly, for the text-only DL model, we use BERT, a state of the art language model produced by researchers at Google AI Language (Devlin et al., 2018) . This model has achieved promising results across a range of common NLP tasks and builds upon the concept of transfer learning. Transfer learning uses a pre-trained model that has been applied to similar or ancillary tasks and applies a strategy to extract information from the pre-trained model, either by using a model's fixed outputs or by fine-tuning the original model to a new task (Devlin et al., 2018) . The BERT model is trained on two ancillary tasks: 1) predicting a masked word in a sentence, and, 2) next sentence prediction. We apply the BERT-Base: Multilingual Cased implementation of the model and fine-tune the final 10 layers of the model. We then extract a pooled representation producing a fixed-length vector of 768, which is subsequently connected to an MLP layer classifier (see Figure  4) .
Thirdly, the Deep Learning model for the combined data extends the model for the structured data with a fixed-length representation vector from the text-only BERT model. We do so by first independently training the structured and text models, which become the tails of the combined model. In the penultimate dense layer, each respective model is merged, and a new head of the model is attached consisting of 712 dense units. The combined model is then passed through two further rounds of training -initially with the tail weights of the model frozen so that learning occurs only in the dense head. Further to this, the entirety of the model is trained together. This approach of training the model in two parts allows for greater efficiency in training, as a higher learning rate can initially be applied to the new untrained dense head (1e-2), before using a lower 
Model performance assessment
We consider the performance of the model, both on the entire test set and on two subsets of the data; 1) new and 2) existing customers. This is a common segmentation criterion in credit scoring as often the drivers vary (e.g. the importance of past financial performance).
Performance is assessed using two primary performance measures: the AUC and Balanced Accuracy. The AUC (Area Under The Curve) provides insight as to the discriminative capability of a model across a range of cut-off points (Baesens et al., 2003) and is closely related to the Gini metric. The AUC is a particularly insightful metric in practical terms as lenders may choose to alter cut-off points to manage risk tolerance. Furthermore, the metric is not sensitive to class imbalance, as commonly found in credit scoring, where the percentage of defaults is relatively low. The Balanced Accuracy metric is also not sensitive to class imbalance as the metric is classweighted (Brodersen, Ong, Stephan, & Buhmann, 2010) ; unlike with the AUC metric, however, a cut-off point must be defined. The cut-off point is selected by incrementing the probability cut-off in the training set between 0 and 1 until the maximum metric value is obtained; this process is repeated across all the model subsets. Table 2 displays the performance results, with the best performing models (in test) presented in bold text format.
Results
The best performing models for the structured data, across both customer types and metrics, is the DL model which is closely followed by the RF model. The superior performance of the DL For the text-only models, in general, the more advanced BERT model leads to an increase in both the AUC and Balanced Accuracy for both customer groups. The exception to this is the balanced accuracy result for the existing customer subset where a score of 0.57 is obtained across all of the models. Otherwise, the BERT model produces improvements in the metrics ranging from 0.01 to 0.03. The performance gain for new customers is more prominent when compared to existing customers where the highest text AUC score of 0.68 is achieved, in this instance providing an AUC improvement of 0.09 and 0.03 over the RF and GLM model, respectively. A greater improvement in scores for the new customer group could be linked to the topics and content of the statements for this customer type. For example, in the absence of behavioural information (as is available for existing customers), text describing the business context or capturing the sentiment of the loan officer may become more valuable, and such themes are better captured by the DL model. We note that GLM tends to outperform the RF model in the text results, which may seem somewhat counter-intuitive given the non-linear capacity of the RF model. We believe that this may be due to the greater effectiveness of the Elastic-Net algorithm at reducing the complexity of the text inputs leading to more generalisable results.
Some performance drop-off between train and test set is observed for some of the models, particularly so in the text models where there is high potential for this due to the complex representation of textual information. Over-fitting was controlled for in training using 10x10 cross-validation (RF and GLM) and holdout validation (DL), therefore, we can attribute differences between the train and test results to the inherent differences in the datasets rather than the tuning of model parameters.
Despite the promising results of the text-only models, particulatly the BERT DL model, when we review the performance of the combined model, the performance gain is negligible. In only one instance does the combined model provide an improved result, an increase of 0.01 in the balanced accuracy for the existing customer subset. Otherwise, the combined model produces the same result as the structured-only model with the exception of the new customer AUC where a minor decrease of 0.01 is observed.
Exploring the impact of text
In the following sections, we explore what impact adding the text has on the combined model. We first evaluate whether the text is an important feature in the model, and, how it impacts the importance of the structured features. We then review the correlation of the structured-only and combined model predicted probabilities to see if the inclusion of text has changed the nature of the predictions. We then focus on the content of the text and where it contributes to the structured data; first, using a top-down approach whereby we explore how certain features and words impact the overall performance of the combined model compared to that of the structured model. Second, we then take a bottom-up approach and review what words are important for default prediction for a subset of examples, forming our bottom-up approach.
Feature importance analysis
In this section, we consider the impact of the text on feature importance. The analysis explores the phenomenon that, despite the text holding predictive capability, no additional performance improvement is gained.
For these experiments, we evaluate the DL models on the test set to obtain the feature importance metrics. Permutation importance is used to measure performance; this method assesses performance by monitoring the change in the relevant metric (in our setting: AUC or Balanced Accuracy) when each feature is randomly permuted. Permutation importance has the benefit of being compatible with black-box models and is less sensitive to noise when when compared to alternative classifier-specific methods such as Mean Gini Decrease (Strobl, Boulesteix, Zeileis, & Hothorn, 2007) . We repeat the feature experiments twice, once with the structured-only data and again with the combined model. The structured DL model feature importance forms the baseline against which we can compare feature importance in the combined model to see how the relative importance of the structured features changes with the introduction of the text.
The importance results are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7 . Interestingly, in terms of AUC and Balanced Accuracy loss, respectively, we see that the text variable BERT is the third and second most important variable for new customers, and the fourth and third for existing ones. The importance of the text variable is significant, suggesting that the text does contain information that is useful for predicting loan default, even with the presence of the other variables. Its importance is slightly larger for the new customer group, which is intuitive since the lender has limited information concerning new customers; therefore, additional information from the loan assessment is likely to be more useful. Figures 8 and 9 further show to what extent the relative importance of the standard features has changed after the introduction of the text. The left and right panel show the shift in importance from the baseline (i.e. model with standard features only) to the importance in the combined model, for AUC and Balanced Accuracy, respectively.
Across both customer groups, we can see that the introduction of text into the model has resulted in a negative shift in importance, for both AUC and Balanced Accuracy. This negative shift occurs across many of the variables. This is not surprising as the introduction of an extra variable is, to some extent, expected to make the other variables less important -the more interesting question is which of these variables have seen the largest reduction in importance. The most notable reductions in importance for the new customer subset is in the three most important variables -Credit Type, Living Location, Branch District Code -while On-boarding Type also shows a reasonable reduction. A similar reduction is observed for the existing customer group, although the importance of Living Location is reduced to a lesser extent. The most significant reduction observed across the existing customer group is in the variable signalling refinancing status.
The importance of the text and the observed drops in the importance of the structured features suggest that it is not the case the combined model ignores the text data. Instead, the reduction in importance of several key features points to why, despite the text alone being predictive, no added performance is gained when it is introduced into the combined model. A plausible explanation for this is that the text contains information that was already partially captured in the structured data (i.e. by those variables whose importance is reduced in the combined model). For example, for existing customers, the refinancing status variable could have become less important because the applicant's status is also commented on in the text. For this reason, we will further analyse which text words make an actual positive contribution to predictive performance in section 5.3. 
Impact of text on probabilities
To assess to what extent the addition of text in the DL model, and the aforementioned changes in relative variable importance, actually affect the probability estimates, we proceed by reviewing the correlation between the different sets of model outputs. In figure 3 we opt for the Spearman Rank definition of correlation as it is non-parametric and allows us to gain insight as to whether the ordering of the probabilities has fundamentally changed (and, hence, the risk ranking of applicants) in the test set. There appears to be little agreement between the text-only model compared with the structured model as they are weakly correlated, especially so for the new customer subset. Notably, across all subsets of customers, the combined model is highly correlated with the structured data, with a correlation coefficient of 0.97. This suggests that the structured data has dominated the model as we might expect given the richness of the data and the similarity of the performance results. 
Analysis of factors that contribute positively to combined model performance
The feature importance analysis has demonstrated how the model has, to some extent, been influenced by the text, while the correlation analysis revealed a modest shift in the ranking of the probability outputs on the test set. In this section, we review how the effectiveness of the text varies with the nature of the observations. This analysis provides some insight as to what content of the statement might affect the quality of the loan statement and for what subsets of customers, the loan statement might be useful.
To assess which words and structured features lead to an improved result, the Elastic Net GLM is utilised again; this model is used in preference to the RF and DL models as it is effective at variable selection and can be easily interpreted. We also note that the pre-processing of the text differs slightly from that applied for the model benchmarking. Rather than using TF-IDF with single words, combined with SVD to derive topic features, we instead apply TF-IDF on the raw words directly, with both single words and bigrams, to provide greater transparency. The top twenty most important features for the text and structured data are presented in figure 10 .
The dependent variable is the improvement in the predicted probability caused by the inclusion of text (combined model) compared to the structured-only model. For example, a positive case (defaulter) with a predicted probability moving closer to 1 would produce a positive score. So that we only measure significant improvement, we binarise the continuous improvement measure. We set the threshold for meaningful improvement to be over 0.02; e.g. a positive case with a structured-only probability of 0.50 and a combined model probability of 0.52 would be assigned a label of 1, indicating meaningful improvement.
We can see that the customer type appears to have an influence on the effectiveness of the prediction as the word 'applicant' (new customer) has the most considerable negative coefficient and therefore are less likely to produce an an improved result while cases with the words 'existing' (customer) and 'partner' are more likely to produce an improved result. This could have two possible strategy implications for management -either, that it may only be it may only be worth collecting statements for existing customers, or, new customer loan assessments should be the focus of improvement. Likewise, we also see that the text appears to be unhelpful for predicting customers who are refinancing, with words such as 'problem' and 'behind' having negative coefficients. This is particularly interesting as earlier, in Figure 9 , the refinancing status was also the variable experiencing the biggest loss in importance after adding text to the model. Both observations again point to a similar explanation for the lack in performance improvement for this customer group, i.e. duplication of information between the expert statement and structured data. In addition to customer typologies, some themes seem to be present in the text data. When the loan officer identifies positive features with the presence of words 'ability (to) pay' and 'excellent', the model produces better predictions. This is significant as it suggests that the experience of the loan officer and their intuition are useful factors for prediction. We also see that some contextual loan features can also lead to better predictions, with words such as 'own' reflecting available collateral, while words such as 'credit (to) buy' and '(to) buy' give helpful descriptions as to the requirement of the loan.
Bottom-up analysis using LIME
In section 5.3, we presented a top-down approach to ascertain which words helped improve the quality of the predictions (and which failed to do so). In this section, we apply a bottom-up approach by inspecting specific text examples and extracting local explanations of how the model evaluates those statements. This exercise provides a useful demonstration of how to present the text model findings to a credit expert evaluating a new mSME loan application. Furthermore, when presented to the management of the mSME lender, it can build trust in the models and help them identify further opportunities to improve the quality of future loan assessments.
For this analysis, we apply LIME (Ribeiro, Singh, & Guestrin, 2016) , an approach that can be used to interpret individual examples classified by a black-box model. The methodology, in essence, assumes that while the overall relationships between inputs and output may be non-linear, at a local level, linear surrogate models can be trained to observe how an individual prediction changes when the data is perturbed. In the context of textual analysis, the methodology perturbs examples by iteratively removing single words from the example. We apply the approach to a subset of fifteen examples from the test set. Specifically, we sample the top and bottom five examples where the combined model provided the largest improvement and degradation of predicted probabilities, respectively, and the middle five where the predicted probability minimally changed. We note that the presented results are obtained by applying LIME to the text-only BERT model, assuming that the text feature importance does not fundamentally change when structured features are introduced into the combined model. Furthermore, for privacy reasons, the full-text loan assessments cannot be presented; we therefore only show the top five most important words contained within each example and whether their presence has a positive or negative effect on the estimated probability of default. For the top five examples in Figure 11 , even though each example is independent, there is a surprising amount of similarity between them. Firstly, across all five examples, we see that the text has had a moderating effect whereby the text predicts a far lower likelihood of default than the structured model, resulting in a lower output prediction in the combined model and a better prediction overall. We also see several reoccurring themes, namely the type of credit that the applicant is seeking; in four of the five examples the words 'emergency' and 'credit' co-occur, and in three of these examples the word 'operational' also appears. We would argue that the model has identified a short-term need, as opposed to a long-term problem. The presence of this theme is significant as it suggests that the text has identified information that is not explicit in the structured data. Perhaps more interestingly, this data could, in future, be captured as a standard feature at the point of application.
In Figure 12 , the importance of words is shown where there has been little movement between the structured and combined model predictions. We can see that, in most of the examples, although the prediction has not moved, the text prediction does not closely correlate with the structured model and therefore, the model has effectively ignored the text. Closer inspection of the text gives potential clues as to why. In two of the examples, the word 'applicant' and 'new' are present, suggesting that the model has extracted the customer type which is already included as a structured feature. Therefore, there is little new or useful information introduced by the text here. Nonetheless, there are still themes identified by the BERT model which may highlight useful content to include in the text, or, be captured as a structured variable. In two examples, we see that specific details relating to the activity type are identified, such as 'cultivating' and 'vegetables'. Both are associated with a lower risk of default, while the word 'street (merchant)' leads to a higher probability of default. We also see that the model has potentially identified relevant collateral, with words such as 'own' and 'pension'. However, since information about activity type and collateral is already partially contained within existing features in the structured data, this may explain why no performance gain is seen. Figure 13 share similarities with that of the top five. Firstly, the text seems to have a dampening effect in the combined model whereby it is less likely to predict default, which in these instances leads to a worse prediction. Also, similarly to before, the analysis has identified a certain type of credit, albeit a different one to that in the bottom five -i.e. 'working credit as opposed to a short-term bridging requirement. The words 'category' or 'classification', on inspection of the text, relate to the given classification of existing customers. In these specific examples, the mention is usually that the customer is of a high grade, biasing the model and leading to worse predictions overall. In three of the examples, we also see mention of the word 'job', indicating that the customer has some other form of income than through the company. We note that this leads to a greater likelihood of predicting default and therefore does not degrade the prediction.
From these three subsets of results, we propose some general conclusions, relating at least to this specific dataset. The type of credit has a notable effect on the quality of predictions, for better or for worse. What we might suggest is that the type of credit, whether that be 'working', 'emergency' or any other type of credit lends itself to categorisation and should be included as a standard feature at the point of application. We hypothesise that a bias may be introduced when this type of credit is mentioned in some statements and not others, whereas collecting this data in a controlled manner may lead to a better structured model. Likewise, we can argue the same for the inclusion of a variable for customer classification -at least for the existing customer group where this data exists. Other themes which occur in the text, such as the activity type and other income are already included in the structured variables. Still, we argue that these are more contextual features which may be challenging to group into distinct features and that may lend themselves better to unstructured loan assessments. The mention of the customer type does little to add to the predictive capability of the text statements as this is a binary flag in the structured data. Nevertheless, this does not harm the model as the predicted probability results indicate indifference between the combined model and the structured data-only model when this is present both in the text and the structured data.
Summary and implications
The first aim of this paper was to explore whether Deep Learning (DL) improves performance when compared to alternative machine learning approaches when applied to the structured dataset. We benchmark the performance of the DL model against a GLM and RF model and find that the DL model outperforms the GLM and, compared to the RF, produces a modest AUC improvement of 0.01 over the existing customer subset. We attribute this improvement to the powerful technique of categorical embeddings, which are compatible with DL approaches.
The second aim was to test whether the analysis of text produced by a credit expert leads to a better prediction of loan default for mSMEs, and, if Deep Learning (DL) leads to better predictions over traditional text mining approaches such as LSA. Our findings relating to this are mixed. In general, the text alone is reasonably predictive with AUC scores ranging between 0.59 and 0.68 for new customers and from 0.59 to 0.61 for existing customers. When we compare the results of the RF and GLM LSA models to the DL models, we find that for the existing customer group, the DL model results provide a smaller improvement compared to the new customer results. This suggests that there are quite simple features in the text for existing customers. With the new customer group, we do find that the DL BERT model can provide significantly better results on the text, suggesting that more complex language structures exist. Despite promising results across the text models, when we combine these with the standard features, in our particular dataset, we find that the text does not lead to an improvement over the baseline structured-only models. However, for other less developed datasets with less rich structured features, the text has the potential to give a positive result given its predictive capacity. Furthermore, it could mitigate the requirement for acquiring costly external variables.
Our third aim was to explore how text information changes the model behaviour and associated predicted probabilities. To address this question, we reviewed the variable importance of the text and compared the relative change in the importance of the structured features with and without the text present. We find from the variable importance analysis that the text variable 'BERT' is important, as it features in the top four most important variables across both subsets of customers for AUC and Balanced Accuracy. The importance of the text is significant since it shows that, although the text does not improve or harm model performance, it is not the case that the combined DL model ignores the text features. Furthermore, when we review the relative importance of the structured variables, with the text in and outside of the model, we observe that some structured variables fall in importance, again suggesting that the text has changed the behaviour of the model. We argue that the fall in importance can be attributed to the duplication of information that exists both in the assessment text and in the structured features. This duplication of information may partially explain why the text does not lead to an improvement in the performance metrics. To understand whether the text had not only changed the relative importance of variables but also the nature of the predictions, we inspected the Spearman rank correlation of the predicted probabilities. We find there is a relatively weak correlation between the text-only and structured-only DL predictions, which suggests that the two sources of data produce distinctly different predictions. When we review the predictions of the combined model, a strong correlation coefficient of 0.97 between the structured-only and the latter shows that the combined model is more significantly impacted by the structured data, as we might expect given the similarity of the DL structured-only and combined model performance results.
The final aim of the paper was to explore how the text content and other structured features influence the predictive capacity of the text. To address this research question, we conduct both top-down (coefficient analysis) and bottom-up (LIME) approaches. From the top-down analysis, we find further evidence of duplicated information, including mention of customer typologies (New vs Existing) and refinancing status in the text. When this is the case, the quality of the prediction fails to improve. This finding leads us to suggest that mSME credit lenders should review the added value of the text assessment for different customer subgroups and undertake a cost-benefit analysis. Interestingly, we do find that when the loan statements include positive sentiment towards the loan, the inclusion of text produces better predictions over the structured-only DL model. We, therefore, argue that the loan officer should exercise qualitative judgement and use their experience rather than be restricted to pure fact finding. For the bottom-up approach, we review important words that occur in fifteen examples. We find that the best five and worst five examples share similar features, namely mention of the requirement for the credit as being for 'working'/'operational' or 'emergency' purposes. We believe that, to some extent, this information could be distilled into categories and captured as a structured feature. This finding highlights a useful secondary use of the text as a means for identifying new structured information that can lead to better models. Across the fifteen examples, we also find that the BERT model identified words relating to specific activities and other sources of income. This extra contextual information lends itself to unstructured data capture, and the loan officers should endeavour to collect rich information relating to these themes.
In summary, our research has demonstrated that deep learning approaches can be useful for mSME default prediction. We find categorical embeddings provide a modest improvement for our structured dataset. Though our performance results suggest textual loan information does hold predictive capability, for our particular dataset, this did not lead to an improvement over the structured data alone. We do, however, highlight how methods of exploring the text can be used to identify potential new features that could lead to improved results and shape the collection of future loan assessments. For future research, we believe it would be of importance to explore how, on alternative mSME lending datasets, the textual loan assessments impact on performance. We hypothesise that datasets with poorer data may benefit from the inclusion of text, and of course, the fundamental structure of the text from other lenders will undoubtedly have an influence on the result. In our research, we have reviewed which words lead to improved results in which we demonstrate potential interactions between the content of the loan assessments and the customer typology. We reviewed fifteen examples using LIME to conduct a bottom-up analysis. Though out of the scope of this paper, for further research, a more extensive analysis showing what topics are important for different customer types has the potential to produce further recommendations for writing mSME loan text assessments.
